Year 1 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning WB 15.6.20
Daily Reading

Ensure your child reads everyday. Please access Oxford Owls for your books as they are similar to the Guided Reading books that we send home every week. https://

www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/library-page?view=details&query=&type=book&age_group=&book=&book_type=Fiction&series=Read+Write+Inc.
Practice reading real and fake words by playing on phonics play. https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk it is free during home learning time - use phase 4/5 and upwards.

** We are going to be learning about animals. One of my favourite authors that also loves to write about animals and insects is Eric Carle. He famously wrote The
Very Hungry Caterpillar and Polar Bear Polar Bear what do you hear. Have a look on youtube for some other Eric Carle stories - my favourite is the Very Mixed Up
Chameleon.

Writing Tasks - The Very Mixed Up Chameleon
* Watch/read the Very Mixed Up Chameleon on youtube.
* The Chameleon is not happy with his own body, and wants to be more
like the other animals.
* Can you draw a picture of each of the animals in the story and write
a sentence about why the the chameleon wants to be like them.
* Eg, The Chameleon wants to be like the giraffe because he wanted
to see things far away.
* Use the attached word mat to help you.

Phonics -

please watch https://www.youtube.com/channel/

UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ
This is the Phonics channel on you tube and this is how I would teach phonics in school
Your child can watch this from 9am - 10:30 with the different speed sounds lessons I
would recommend set 2 and set 3 sounds.
I have attached a phonics and tricky word sentence scramble. Can you read and
write the tricky words, and unscramble the sentence? They are all about animals.
I have also attached a phonics powerpoint to work through. There are some
activities and interesting reading bits in there :)
It is a colander - so you can start from the beginning or work your way through
from each day ;)

Maths focus - Position and direction
This week we are focussing position and direction. We are going to practically move and turn objects and ourselves and we are going to investigate
whether we can finish in the same direction.
Play Simon says with your grown up. Do a full turn, half turn, quarter turn. Step to the right, step to the left, step backwards, forwards, sideways, jump
up, crouch down.
I have attached a powerpoint to help you understand left and right and following directions.

AMAZING ANIMALS

ANIMAL FUN!

We are going to be learning all about animals! Animals are amazing and
there are so many!!

Can you create your very own mixed up chameleon?
What animals can you mix up? Is there a reason why you
would mix these animals together.
You can cut out pictures of animals and put them together
or draw your own.

Lets sort the animals below into categories.
Can you sort the animals into
*swim
*fly
*live on land
Are there any that fall into more than one category?

Can you write an animal list for each letter of the
alphabet? Now research with your grown up where these
animals live.
Do they live in a desert, rainforest, ocean, arctic,
mountains, farm?

Ongoing ideas to support your
year 1 child Make a diary of your day to day life at
home and draw a picture. (bring in
once school is open again.)
Handwriting practice - watch this
youtube video with a paper and pencil
to form letters correctly.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ePrSi2Vp0hM
Use phonics sound mats to practice
letter sounds.
Counting forwards and backwards
within 50.
Practice counting in 2s 5s 10s
Number formation - please see the
attached powerpoint to help form
numbers correctly.
Follow White Rose Maths on Facebook
- join Year 1 maths group. Each day
there will be activities posted to
facebook specifically for year 1.
Follow Oxford Owls on Facebook and
they post activities daily and their
website is free at the moment for
Ebooks - these are similar to the
phonics books sent home. Search
Read Write Inc E Books.

